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In a previous post, I had shown my proof of purchase (a saved file with a PSN
ID in the PSN ID Section, 0.5% Bonus Points/Rewards, etc. Note that it may be
possible to get a translated English version for free in the future. It will
depend on the availability of someone who wishes to translate and proofread
the English version. See the FAQ section for more details. Yes, this can
happen. This is not the way I write the English version, I just do the
translation. Hi, I have an english version and my proof of purchase is this here
- ID Code being the PSN ID and the corresponding server (and of course the
game); (one that has been edited on the file with a 0.5% bonus points) and
2%25 of the bonus points on my account. Hey i cant seem to find any site
offering fan-translations of jp games for this vita, or even the english patches
for the japanese games, is there any way to get it? Ive seen japanese psp
games with english patches on youtube and also internet sites for nintendo,
and pc games, but not any of these are japanese games. Anyway, I want this
tool, and I cant work on it myself because it is too great to me. I know thats a
bad excuse, but I’m the only one who can do it. Then there’s the other
problem. I have a day job, and I’m not sure how much time I could work on
this. Im looking for some people who are willing to work on the project for
free. So here we go! Anyone is welcome to volunteer for this project. I know I
decided to stop after Diabolik Lovers Limited V Edition English patch accident,
but I thought its a bit unfair for you, for us, that we wasted all our efforts of
hacking/managing/translating stuff. So I think of a new project that can live
only with community support. Im not the leader of this project, but you
guysthe community is. In that sense, I stopped, but the community didnt.
Moving on… This is a request for a midi scrubber like the one in Diabolik
Lovers Limited V Edition. I just can’t walk one day without it. Anyway, I’m not
looking for everyone to do everything, just the best tools or skins (whatever
you call them) of the best quality. Unfortunately, the midi scrubber is not easy
to make. While any tool that edits midi files is a great thing, there are some
ethical barriers we cant touch. Like i briefly mentioned before, the creator of
the standard midi format owns the rights, and as long as it is not illegal it is
legal to rip the format and even make a midi cutter.
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I know the one thing that we can do is to remove the hack that replaces the
rom. I made sure that i removed the rom modification. I dont really think I

didnt add anything to the game, I just modified the rom a lot. The game runs
fine because of that but it feels weird to play the game without rom mod. :lol:.
If you want to play the game without rom mod, download the original PSone
games patch of the game or the rom mod. The rom mod isnt needed for this,
so the original rom mod will work perfectly. I have been working like crazy to
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get everything translated and I have finished it. Remember the summer I
started with ettore I just start finishing every game in the series and some
others. If you read how long some of them take, I was going like crazy to

finish every game in the series. I dont think there was any stagnation but I
kinda wish I finished ds2 and lovelist first. so yeah, you should all read it and
download it via this address. http://www.mediafire.com/?chsi25p7083jf0f the
only problem is that only ive played those games was from patches, so I had
to remember my saved game to continue it later on, so it sucks that I cant

play the amnesia-lovers and amnesia-dead again to see how it goes. the rom
are everything working and the instruction are in rom file so should be cool. If

you havent played them you can always wait for the english patch to finish
them. Anyway I really hope you all enjoy it. I might come back later with some
tips about playing these games lol. I will also stop posting on facebook, twitter

and what not. So I would like to thank you all. 5ec8ef588b
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